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The New
QuietTime ProRecord
Create, Enjoy, Learn

About PianoDisc:
PianoDisc has it’s headquarters together with manufacturing and
electronics development plants in Sacramento, California. PianoDisc
is very successful in the grand and upright piano electronics sector
throughout the world since 1988. QuietTime systems are manufactured
in compliance with PianoDisc’s stringent requirements and under the
control of PianoDisc’s experts. Take advantage of the many years
experience gained by a special provider such as PianoDisc in order to
make your leisure time more pleasant, make your company more
successful or make it easier to put your piano to work!
Information about our silent and self-playing systems, grand or upright
pianos and accessories can be obtained from your dealer or from:
www.pianodisc.eu
or else just call:

+49 (0) 911-44 30 35

Specifications valid at the time of going to press. We retain the right to make changes.

Your nearest dealer:

Designed by and for

musicians
Designed by and for musicians, the
new ProRecord Optical Key Sensor
System is perfect for the professional user and generally for users
looking for a system that can match
and even surpass the performance of
any factory fitted system in the market
today. The system is available as MIDI only
system called ProRecord or as complete Silent System
called QuietTime ProRecord. Both systems turn your
piano into a digital/acoustic hybrid piano with USB,
MIDI and in case of QuietTime ProRecord with Silent
Piano functions. Learn to play, compose, create sheet
music or capture your own performances right at your
piano.
QuietTime lets you play whenever you feel like it.
The tone of a piano is wonderful – however sometimes it is time for
peace and quiet. Regardless whether you are just starting your
career as a major pianist or even when it is clearly too late at night.
Mute your instrument and listen to your playing through your
headphones. A mute rail catches the hammers before they strike the
piano strings and 88 sensors fitted beneath your keys measure the
strength of all the keystrokes and generate the appropriate general
MIDI data. Not only can you listen to your piano playing through
your headphones but you can also set up different volume levels
and timbres.

5-YEAR NTEE
GUARA
on all system

parts*

Turn your piano into a multi-function unit!
You can still play your instrument like a normal piano. You will then
have the option – just by using a lever – to completely mute your
piano. You can then set up your piano volume using your headphones and play it as an acoustic piano with digital accompaniment.
QuietTime will also help you to pick up the rhythm. Just active the
digital metronome and then run though your piece bar by bar.
Ideal for a duet
2-sets of headphones can be plugged into every QuietTime system.
So you can play a duet or your piano teacher can listen to you as well.
Replaying to check that everything was OK?
No problem. All of your passages can be recorded and called up at
the press of a button. This leaves you free to fully concentrate on
one thing during your performance – your music. There is always
time for self-criticism later on.
Fits in virtually every make of piano
QuietTime leaves you absolutely free to choose the grand or
upright piano that you want. You can install QuietTime in virtually
all instruments, even years after the original purchase. Please also
ask your dealer about grand and upright pianos being delivered
from the factory fitted with a QuietTime system.
*You will find the guarantee details in the documentation supplied with your system.

At home:
You can practise your piano
day and night, at any volume
without disturbing anyone else!
Music schools:
Ideal for use with large groups
at music schools as well.
Everyone can practise privately.
The piano teacher can listen to
every single one of his students
at any time.
Events, hotels & bars:
Use amplifiers to distribute the
sound of a live concert evenly
throughout the different rooms.

Activating and deactivating:
Simply activate the system and select a function or sound. Plug your
headphones into one of the two headphone sockets* and you are ready
to practice silently.

ProRecord
(MIDI Out Only)
FEATURES:
•Available for upright & grand pianos
•Easy control via front panel or app
•88-note optical (Touch-less)
key sensor
•Captures top-of-key trills as well as
bottom-of-key trills & standard trills
•Sensors resistant to light pollution
•High-speed scanning for better accuracy
•Unsurpassed accuracy
•Recording and playback functions
for 10 songs with 10.000 notes/song
•Playback with adjustable speed
0,5 up to 2x
•Auto/manual key depth
management
•Optical (Touch-less) pedal sensors:
Damper: On/Off*, Soft: On/Off*,
(Sostenuto included for grand
pianos). *Proportional pedal mode
can be activated by the user
•USB MIDI connection
•Traditional DIN MIDI IN/OUT
connectors
•100-240V 50/60 Hz power supply

OPTIONS:
•Piano mute rail for grand or
upright piano
•USB Cable
•Apple iPad prepared by PianoDisc
for use as sound generator

QuietTime ProRecord
(MIDI Out & Silent)
FEATURES:
same as ProRecord, plus:
•Professional piano sound
•128 General MIDI Tones
•Sympathetic string and damper
resonance
•Key-off/Key-release sound effect for
piano and harpsichord sounds
•Effects: Reverb, Chorus, Delay,
Touch Volume, Pitch and Transpose
•Metronome with selectable tempos,
beat and volume levels
•10 Demo-songs
•128 note polyphony
•AUDIO-OUT
•2 headphone connections
(3.5-mm jack)
•Stereo headphones
•Piano mute rail for grand or upright
piano

Ease of use:
Designed for the Pro, easy to operate by the push of a button.

OPTIONS:
•USB Cable
•PianoDisc PDS250 powered
speakers
How to mute your piano:
Just move the lever under the keyboard. The mute rail stops the
hammers before they hit the strings. Your piano is now ready for silent
practice.
* QuietTime ProRecord only

